Examen de Chapitre 5
With such a crazy start to 2nd semester, you must do things on your own to prepare for
this test!! Make sure to study up on that review sheet!!
The vocabulary on the front is useful for you to know. It WILL appear on the test,
either within one of the two listening sections or the reading sections.
Be able to write sentences with the actions from our vocab list both in the present and
in the passé composé!!
 Remember that “prendre une douche” and « manger le petit-déjeuner » are
not reflexive !!

 Remember that there is agreement when a noun other than the subject
does NOT appear in the sentence.
For example: Elle s’est séchée / Elle s’est séché les cheveux.
Here is an outline of your exam :
LISTENING: Listen to a person describe his/her day and match sentences with
corresponding images, also listen and decide if a statement is au présent ou au passé.
WRITING: Read two different articles (one is an advertisement and the other is helpful
advice), and answer multiple choice and true/false questions.
CULTURE: Answer multiple choice questions about the culture readings from this
chapter. (The page numbers of these readings are on your test review)
VOCABULARY: Read statements that describe daily activities, then put them in logical
order.
GRAMMAR: Match commands with a description of a situation. Read statements,
then complete the sentence with a logical reflexive verb (in the present tense) that
would complete the statement. There is not a word box for this section, you will need
to know your vocabulary well enough to logically complete these sentences. Complete
sentences with the passé composé of a reflexive verb that is given.
WRITING: Answer questions, in complete sentences, about your daily routine.

Here is a link for some practice exercises: Les jeux et les exercises de révision

